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About Us 

Stellez Vine Pte Ltd is incorporated in Singapore, which also serves as a base from which 

we service our regional clients. 

Having visited South Africa, the country left a huge impression on us and we were awed 

by the beauty of the country. Likewise, the wines we tasted during our stay left us 

thirsting for more, even after we returned home. 

Thus inspired, and fired by our enthusiasm for wine, Stellez Vine was born in 2009.  

We strive to scour the many wineries in South Africa for quality wine, and seek to bring 

these hidden gems to this region so that you, too, can enjoy these fine wines.  

 

Our Collection  

We feature wines from 9 vineyards situated in different parts of South Africa, with an 

extensive range of over 40 different labels. This includes the famous vineyard Groot 

Constantia wines which were highly coveted by members of the British Royal House, 

Napoleon Bonaparte and other dignitaries, and also the highly rated The Sadie Family 

wines created by celebrity winemaker Eben Sadie.  

 

 Groot Constantia  

 The Sadie Family 

 Tulbagh 

 Swartland  

 Mischa Estate  

 Dalla Cia 

 Klein Parys 

 Old Vines 

 Bellevue  
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Before Civilization, Tulbagh Valley was rich and fertile and home to Thousands of Wild 

animals and an incredible variety of plants of the indigenous Cape floral kingdom. In 

1658, Dutch settlers populated the area, and thus gave birth to some of the country’s 

finest wines, olive oils, peaches, grain, pears and 70% of all the plums in the country. 

Tulbagh was founded in 1906 and has produced quality wines ever since. With an 

illustrious history, Tulbagh is the first export cellar, the first cellar to manufacture 

sparkling wine and the first cellar to launch a ship when Queen Mother christened the 

38’000 ton Windsor Castle with Witzenberg. Today with the merger of Tulbagh and 

Porterville Cellar, they are the situated at Het Land van Waveren and one of the biggest 

cellars in the country.  

Tulbagh Winery covers the spectrum of South Africa’s best cultivars, whether it is the soft 

easy-drinking red, or the fresh and piquant dry whites; the emphasis is on fruity blends 

that reflect the friendliness of the region.  

Tulbagh’s work has not gone unrecognized, and over the years it has accumulated 

numerous awards and accolades internationally. With international recognition and a 

given quality reputation, everyone is able to serve with pride and confidence.   

 

Tulbagh Sauvignon Blanc 2012 

Gooseberry with lively characters of green peppers,nettles and grassiness. Good firm 

acidity balances the well judged fruit with a lingering crushed grass and green pepper 

aftertaste.  

 

Tulbagh Merlot 2012 

Deep ruby with a bright crimson rim. Rich beefy, fruity pie with lots of crushed blackberry 

intensity and some herbal top notes. Mild to full in body, smooth supple ripe fruit, 

rounded in the right places. 
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THE SADIE FAMILY  

This is a South African producer of wine located in the Swartland region. Following the 

emergence of flagship wines Columella and Palladius, winemaker Eben Sadie has been 

described as an enfant terrible, South Africa's first certified celebrity winemaker, and by 

supporters as "one of the greatest and most original winemakers in the southern 

hemisphere". 

Prior to his career as a winemaker, following a period as a surfer, Eben Sadie travelled 

and worked in several of the world's wine regions, including Germany, Austria, Italy, 

Oregon and Burgundy. Having returned to South Africa, Sadie found work under Charles 

Back at The Spice Route in 1998, eventually becoming the chief winemaker and a 

resource Back described as "national asset for the South African wine industry". 

The Sadie Family has enjoyed success beyond any other modern South African wine 

producer as Columella is the most highly rated South African wine, and the only to 

achieve a 95 point rating by US wine magazine Wine Spectator. In defense of Columella's 

high retail price per bottle, Sadie states the wine is unusually costly to make. 

 
Columella 2010  

Multi-layered with fruit aromatics and textures. The depth of flavours stretches from 
very red bright fruit on the initial impression through to spicy aromas, violets and blue 
berries. The texture of the wine has the same complexity: it starts off with refined, 
smoother tannins and then the graphitic and earthy aromas abide while a layer of 
structured tannins arise for a firm and lingering aftertaste. It is a futuristic wine and 
should age extremely well into 20 years of age. 
 
Awards:   WS: 93  
   JP: 4.5 stars  
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The arable land of the Swartland region is ideally suited for the growth of grapes in the bushvine style 
and the many microclimates enable the cultivation of a wide selection of wines. The end product is 
much sought after for blending as bush vines produce grapes of excellent quality and flavor. 
 
Today, Swartland Winery is one of the leading wineries in South Africa, producing approximately 23 000 
tons of grapes per annum.  
 
The Cellar Master and viticulturist take a very hands-on approach to grape production. Approximately 
80% of the vineyards are small bush vine and the average yield per hectare is just 6 tons as opposed to 
high yield trellised vines, but with close monitoring, the quality of grape is exceptional. Essentially, the 
drier conditions result in smaller grape berries that have increased levels of concentrated sugar, acid 
and flavour components, undiluted by excessive irrigation. The good gravel understructure of the soil 
promotes moisture retention and environmentally friendly farming practices assist in this process.  
 
 

Swartland Chenin Blanc 2012 
 
Enticing fruit salad flavours, especially guava. Upfront fresh tropical flavours, on the nose 

and palate. This fruity wine has lovely crisp finish.  

 
Swartland Bush Vines Pinotage 2010  
 
Intense dark red colour typical of the wines of the region, with a brick-red hue derived 

from the barrel ageing on the rim of the glass. Black plum and cherries on the nose, with 

dark spice and some smokiness at the back. On the palate there are fresh dark fruits of 

the forest complimented by firm but elegant tannin and a lingering aftertaste of dark 

spices. 

Awards:   ‘Top 100 Wines 2013’ Award, by The Peak   
   Top 10 Pinotage Competition 

Top 100 SA Wine Challenge  
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Thank you for joining us this evening and hope you have enjoyed the fine wines and food. 
See you again very soon. 


